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Sensational, quirky coloring puzzles from the best-selling author of the 1000 Dot-to-Dot series!

Reveal famous faces within the circles using pencils, paints, markers, or any coloring medium you

choose. Twenty portraits of eminent icons &#151; including John Lennon, James Dean, Princess

Diana, Marilyn Monroe, Nelson Mandela, and more &#151; can be removed and displayed.

Monochrome or multicolored, the concept is as easy as a child's book, but the results are nothing

short of astounding!
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Artist - Thomas PavitteImages - 20Single sided - YesQuerkles books are quite large books, at 40.2

x 28.9cm (15.8 x 11.3 in) and slim at 48 pages. All three have the same style of cover in a soft

matte, with a half completed image from the interior in a limited colour palette.The spine is glue

bound, and images do not enter the spine, meaning you will be able to access the entirety of the

page if you choose not to remove it. The paper is perforated for easy removal.The images are single

sided and border less, although they do not enter the spine. The paper is bright white and lightly

textured. I was able to to build up a few layers of pencils, and water based markers did not bleed

through. Alcohol markers will bleed, so ensure you have some card or paper behind an image to

prevent it bleeding to the next image. ImagesEach Querkle book contains 20 images, in whatever

theme the book is. They range from moderately intricate to very intricate, and line thickness remains

moderately thin throughout. Now, for the burning question- what on earth are Querkles and how do I

colour them? Querkles are images made of hundreds of overlapping circles, combining to create an



image made of different coloured circles. Each area is labelled from 1-5, with 1 representing the

darkest shade, and 5 representing the lightest. Blank areas are to be left blank. The resulting image

is a piece of art coloured with only 5 shades/colours, but brought to life.To get started, all you need

to do is choose 5 markers or pencils, not necessarily in one colour, and organise them from darkest

shade to light. Then colour! You can do this anyway you choose, although I colour all of the sections

marked '1', then '2', then so on.
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